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ABSTRACT — An increase in residential displacement and neighborhood instability has developed as a result of the re-

cent recession. Within core urban neighborhoods, including historic neighborhoods, with larger numbers of abandoned 

housing, demolition is often the first choice. History has shown that it is not always the most beneficial. These neighbor-

hoods still have the potential to be safe, active, and sustainable communities. The rehabilitation of historic homes is a sus-

tainable and economically feasible alternative to demolition. Through the use of holistic, sustainable strategies, a program 

has been established to demonstrate the potential for sustainable, cost-effective rehabilitation in core historic neighbor-

hoods. Each project is used as a teaching opportunity, providing public outreach and education sustainable technology 

and energy-efficient rehabilitation strategies in historic housing. When completed, the house is then assimilated back 

into the community by being sold to a low- or median-income family at an affordable rate that is comparable to the prop-

erty value of surrounding residences. It is the goal of the program that each reassimilated property will potentially act as 

a catalyst for other investments in the area and in some cases for a generative revitalization of the entire neighborhood.

Synergies of Historic Housing and Sustainable  
Rehab in Low-Income Neighborhoods
JONATHAN C. SPODEK AND SUSAN L. HOUSE

INTRODUCTION

P e e r - r e v i e w e d  A r t i c l e s

“N ow, in the last decade, the United States 
has experienced an urban fiscal crisis as 
well as a housing crisis. The old urban 

infrastructure is weak from age and lack of mainte-
nance. . . . Old industrial plants are closing, taking jobs 
away from already poor areas where unemployment 
is high. Old housing is abandoned by landlords, while 
newer housing looks like a hasty investment. For those 
who attempt to improve the urban situation, there will 

be intense competition for resources” (Hayden 1984, 
225). This description of the urban housing condition 
was made in 1984; fast-forward thirty years and it aptly 
describes our current situation. We are still feeling the 
effects of the most recent recession that started in 2007 
(United Nations 2013, 200). Shifting, aging, and declining 
populations; deteriorating housing stocks; underper-
forming schools; and many other factors have made older 
industrial areas and neglected urban neighborhoods 
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less-than-desirable places to live, further contributing 
to vacancies resulting in blight. Unfortunately, those 
communities that shoulder the largest burden of vacant 
and abandoned properties are consequently the most 
economically fragile and the least likely to have the 
resources to revitalize their neighborhoods.

Cities must address this increasing number of vacant 
properties, not only because of the negative impact it has 
upon their surrounding communities, but also because 
of the numerous costs it imposes upon the local tax bases 
and the value of the surrounding properties. While 
demolition is often the first choice to address blight, 
it does not completely eliminate the costs associated 
with abandonment, especially in severely disinvested 
neighborhoods. Rehabilitation can prove to be a much 
more beneficial choice. An examination of costs over 
a twenty-year period in St. Paul, Minnesota, showed 
an estimated savings of over $2,400 by rehabilitating a 
vacant building compared to the demolition of a similar 
building (National Vacant Properties Campaign 2005, 
6). This is before taking into consideration the benefits of 
returning the building to the tax roll and a like increase 
in property values.

The renovation of a historic property is often the 
impetus needed for the revitalization of a street, neigh-
borhood, or even an entire district. The rehabilitation 
of an older or historic building can present a tangible 
symbol of a community’s interest well beyond honoring 
its heritage and valuing its character. It has the oppor-
tunity to reinforce a sense of place, ultimately getting 
the most out of prior investments in infrastructure and 
development through the encouragement of growth in 
already-developed areas. Furthermore, rehabilitating 
existing properties can be a critical part of promot-
ing energy efficiency through the retention of energy 
already represented in existing buildings (known as 
“embodied energy”), rather than expending additional 
energy for new construction (Jackson 2005, 47).

In Muncie, Indiana, a partnership has been created 
between a local nonprofit, ecoREHAB of Muncie, Inc., 
and Ball State University and is reinvesting in the exist-
ing building stock of this former manufacturing city 
once known for its glass and automotive industries.1 
This initiative has taken on finding ways to recapture 
the value of the city’s vacant properties, while teaching 
students and the community about the economic poten-
tial and sustainable rehabilitation of existing historic 
houses. The mission statement of this initiative reflects 
the organization’s commitment to its ongoing impact in 

the community by addressing a need for quality, afford-
able, and energy-efficient housing, a need to revitalize 
urban neighborhoods, and a need for research and edu-
cation in support of ecologically sustainable housing 
rehabilitation.

Specifically presented in this paper are examples of 
applied research demonstrating that the rehabilita-
tion of distressed historic houses as an alternative to 
demolition is both financially competitive with new 
construction and can lead to a measured reduction in 
overall energy consumption. The key to this rehabilita-
tion approach is following specific strategies to address 
the reduction of energy consumption, ensuring a high-
performance building envelope, design and inclusion of 
appropriately designed building systems, development 
of criteria for material selection, and a reduction in con-
struction waste. This project is presented to demonstrate 
the replicability of sustainable, cost-effective rehabilita-
tion in urban historic neighborhoods.

EDUCATION

It is difficult to describe homeownership, neighbor-
hood development, and community pride in terms of 
a “product,” which is why it is so challenging to cap-
ture in words the real impact created by this initiative. 
The revitalization of neighborhoods is ultimately the 
responsibility of the people who live in and around 
those neighborhoods. Vitality exists when people value 
their personal and public spaces and contribute as mem-
bers of a community. “Urban reinvestment” is a strategy 
focused on development of projects in strategic locations 
and utilizing local partnerships, training programs, and 
technical expertise for the betterment of their own com-
munities within their own cities.

This perspective is innovative in its concern about 
the lifespan of the home and its insight into the future 
of a neighborhood that can continue to grow around 
even just one strategically rehabilitated home. While the 
architectural design of these houses may not challenge 
the average observer, the vitality and history within 
each one makes them stand out.

The ecoREHAB design-build studio at Ball State 
University promotes the retention of existing housing 
stock. Each of the studio’s community-focused projects 
presents an ideal example of how theory and training 
can be translated into application, resulting in valuable 
hands-on experience for students. While the most tan-
gible outcome for students is their learning sustainable 

P e e r - r e v i e w e d  A r t i c l e s
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Fig. 1. 511 West Main Street, before and after views of the sustainable rehabilitation (All photographs by Jonathan Spodek).
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approaches and techniques for the rehabilitation of 
existing buildings, the learning outcomes go far beyond 
this. Extending beyond integrated design and technical 
construction applications, student learning is expanded 
through selected presentations on poverty and economic 
accessibility, housing programs, meetings conducted 
with neighborhood groups, and planning sessions with 
partner organizations. The pedagogical goal of each 
project is not only generating products with a singular 
end use, but also training the future builders, design-
ers, and planners invested in the rehabilitation and 
revitalization of the vital building stock within urban 
cores. Throughout each phase of a project, students are 
given opportunities to contribute to the design, mate-
rial selection, building construction, promotion, and 
sale process. Students are given chances to make con-
nections within the industry as professionals, utilizing 
their skills in real-world applications.

Dedicated to providing leadership in sustainable 
rehabilitation of existing homes and neighborhoods, 
partnerships with other community organizations are 
seen as valuable assets for achieving the project goals. 
Training programs have been offered in partnership 
with the City’s Historic Preservation and Rehabilitation 
Commission, the Interlocal Community Action 
Program (ICAP) energy assistance program, PathStone, 
a nonprofit community housing development organiza-
tion that provides services to low-income families and 
economically depressed communities, and many other 
local organizations. The technical expertise developed 
through this program is shared with the community 
throughout the life of each project. Since the begin-
ning of the initiative, there has been a concerted effort 
to engage the community through outreach regarding 
the initiative’s ecologically sustainable practices and its 
focus on a holistic approach to rehabilitating the com-
munity’s historic residential resources.

URBAN REINVESTMENT

Projects that invest in the existing core neighborhoods 
are a catalyst for community growth and improvement. 
The rehabilitation of buildings within older urban 
neighborhoods stabilizes and strengthens communi-
ties by protecting their character, typically enhancing 
property values as a result. Reinvestment within a his-
toric neighborhood can lead to the revitalization and 
improvement of existing residential and commercial 
construction (Rypkema 2002, 6). As in many Midwest 

rust belt cities, residential neighborhoods within Muncie 
have seen a decline in value, an increase in vacancy, and 
a sense of disinvestment by the residents. In Muncie, 
a city of less than 70,000 people, there were over one 
thousand tax delinquent buildings in the 2014 tax sale, 
per the Muncie Star Press’s published list in September 
2014. The City was granted $3.9 million from the federal 
Hardest Hit Fund blight elimination program for demo-
lition in 2015. This was after already demolishing more 
than two hundred houses using federal Neighborhood 
Stabilization Program dollars in recent years (Slabaugh 
2014). In stark contrast to the multimillion-dollar demo-
lition program, the City announced in January 2015 that 
it was allocated only $428,366 in HUD HOME funds for 
implementation of low-income housing development in 
2015, which included both new construction and reha-
bilitation of existing housing.

It is in the best interest of cities to recognize, preserve, 
and enhance the existing historic resources in order to 
attract development that reinforces the qualities that 
make it attractive and desirable. There is an opportu-
nity to use rehabilitation efforts as a means of urban 
reinvestment and to place priority on infill and rede-
velopment of underutilized and deteriorating sites as a 
catalyst towards reinvestment and future development.

Due to resourceful thinking, sustainable invest-
ment, and collaborative efforts, many of Muncie’s most 
resource-limited corridors are experiencing a rejuvena-
tion, increasing neighborhood appeal, and diminishing 
blight. A sustainable rehabilitation project at 511 West 
Main Street (Figure 1) became the anchor for a three-
block development by partnering with local housing 
nonprofits and included the rehabilitation of three 
historic apartment buildings, the rehabilitation of one 
additional single-family house, and construction of two 
compatible infill projects.

Older and historic neighborhoods, unlike many other 
areas, are economically accessible to families from every 
financial stratum, and the revitalization of these com-
munities can prove to be an extremely viable way to 
provide affordable housing. Promoting and sustain-
ing a mixed-income neighborhood could help alleviate 
blight and stave off the threat of gentrification, allowing 
residents continuous access to transit and public ser-
vices and proximity to their workplaces. Stable, vibrant 
communities are built upon a mix of homeownership 
options and rental opportunities that fit different kinds 
of lifestyles and income levels.

P e e r - r e v i e w e d  A r t i c l e s
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Fig. 2. 522 South Gharkey Street, before and after views of sustainable rehabilitation.
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PRESERVATION

Over the past decade, advances in high-performance 
or “green” buildings have been numerous but have pri-
marily focused on new construction. As a result, the 
preservation and adaptability of historic and older build-
ings has not always been at the forefront of the green 
movement agenda. However, whereas new construction 
can and often does eschew the idea of energy efficiency, 
the concept of sustainability is inherent within preserva-
tion (Park 1998, 1). New green construction often touts 
its innovation in conserving valuable resources, but the 
repair and reuse of existing buildings is the ultimate 
form of recycling. By taking advantage of the embodied 
energy inherent in an existing building and matching 
that with current knowledge of building science, an 
appropriate use of contemporary materials, and the qual-
ity and craftsmanship often found in historic materials, 
sustainability and preservation goals complement each 
other (Jackson 2005, 49). The National Trust for Historic 
Preservation clearly articulated this idea in its position 
statement on sustainability: “Historic preservation can—
and should—be an important component of any effort to 
promote sustainable development. The conservation and 
improvement of our existing built resources, including 
reuse of historic and older buildings, greening the exist-
ing building stock, and reinvestment in older and historic 
communities, is crucial to combating climate change” 
(cited in Clarion 2011, 3). The perspective of preserva-
tion is shifting; no longer is it about the maintenance of 
a building’s historic fabric, but about the conservation of 
buildings as resources and the preservation of our his-
toric communities.

The preservation of historic structures promotes the 
sustainability of their design, construction, and ori-
entation to wind and light. However, historic houses 
commonly face the stigma that they either cannot be 
retrofitted to become energy efficient or that the work 
required to make the house energy efficient would not be 
economically feasible without compromising the historic 
character. Neither of these views is correct, and we must 
endeavor to demonstrate the ecological value of continu-
ing to use undervalued historic houses. The retention of 
historic buildings maximizes the use of existing materi-
als and infrastructure, reduces waste, and consumes less 
energy than demolishing buildings and constructing 
new ones, all while maintaining the unique character of 
our older neighborhoods. When effectively rehabilitated, 
these houses can bring about substantial energy savings. 

Furthermore, taking into account historic buildings’ 
original climatic adaptations, today’s sustainable technol-
ogy can supplement the inherent sustainable features of 
older houses without compromising their unique historic 
character (Park 1998, 1).

The projects undertaken in Muncie have been historic 
houses, situated in or immediately adjacent to the local or 
nationally designated historic districts of Muncie, many 
exemplifying historic styles and construction. Their sus-
tainable rehabilitation not only improves the quality and 
appearance of these historic resources, but also enhances 
functionality and returns the underutilized resources back 
to active use. Each home undertaken through these efforts 
was vacant for between fifteen and twenty-five years prior 
to the onset of their rehabilitation. One project in par-
ticular, the 522 South Gharkey Street residence (Figure 
2), stood unoccupied for nearly fifteen years before it was 
acquired for rehabilitation. Built in the late nineteenth 
century, it is one of the oldest in Muncie’s Old West End 
historic neighborhood. After the City declared it vacant 
and abandoned, it had been tagged for demolition.

SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainable rehabilitation of existing buildings is 
more attainable than might be commonly believed. The 
challenge is making such construction affordable and 
contextual with the city’s historic neighborhoods. By 
using a holistic approach to green design, these projects 
challenge the typical conventions of sustainable design 
by providing multiple case studies illustrating cost-
effective and energy-efficient urban reinvestment. The 
development and construction of each project is used as 
a teaching opportunity, providing public outreach and 
education about sustainable construction methods and 
energy-efficient rehabilitation strategies. It is then assimi-
lated back into the community by being sold to a low- or 
median-income family at an affordable rate that is com-
parable to the property value of surrounding homes. It is 
the goal of the program that each reassimilated property 
will potentially act as a catalyst for other investments in 
the area and, in some cases, drive a generative revitaliza-
tion of the entire neighborhood.

One of the biggest issues with sustainability and pres-
ervation is the ostensibly competing priorities of the two. 
What is not commonly understood is that energy-efficient 
rehabilitation and historic preservation can be incredibly 
synergistic. Most conflicts between the two can be easily 
mitigated through creative design strategies. Involving 
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university students in these project provides service-
learning opportunities about sustainable building 
practices, construction processes, architectural design, 
and community development. Students come from 
programs in architecture, historic preservation, land-
scape architecture, urban planning, and interior design. 
Through the partnership with Ball State University, they 
have an opportunity to gain experience and a design 
workforce is educated to be capable of taking on a more 
holistic approach to affordable, sustainable design with 
historic buildings.

Rehabilitating existing historic structures utilizes 
materials that are already available, averting the need-
less development and often inferior construction of new 
residential buildings at the lower end of the construction 
cost spectrum. Reusing and retrofitting our existing built 
resources is the first step to minimizing such waste and 
ensuring that communities utilize their existing hous-
ing resources. However, sustainability is just one goal. 
Establishing a sense of environmental stewardship, 
developing quality of place through urban reinvestment, 
incorporating quality affordable construction, and pro-
viding the value of homeownership more fully align with 
the larger urban and community goals.

STRATEGIES

Because of the complex nature of rehabilitating an 
older, often historic building, creative and holistic design 
strategies are needed to produce the best result, one that 
provides energy efficiency while maintaining compat-
ibility with the overall quality and fabric of the historic 
neighborhood where it is situated. Being able to success-
fully complete a sustainable rehabilitation of a historic 
house requires an extensive understanding of construc-
tion technology and building science and the ability to 
be a creative and flexible problem solver. Each project 
undertaken employs five holistic strategies to ensure 
a sustainable and effective rehabilitation: reduction of 
energy consumption, ensuring a high-performance 
building envelope, design and inclusion of appropri-
ately designed building systems, development of criteria 
for material selection, and a reduction in construction 
waste. Emphasis is placed on strategies that are avail-
able to homeowners of all economic means, eschewing 
the use of expensive equipment or high-end materials. 
While each project is unique, emphasis is on rehabilita-
tion efforts that result in maximized energy efficiency 
for the specific climate zone, improving the building 

envelope, ensuring proper modifications to windows and 
doors, incorporating energy-efficient appliances, utiliz-
ing appropriately designed HVAC systems and passive 
strategies that minimize energy consumption, and inte-
grating site development that utilizes rainwater retention 
systems and runoff mitigation. The ultimate goal of each 
project is to demonstrate that existing historic housing 
can be rehabilitated to provide quality, energy-efficient 
housing in a manner that is economically competitive.

REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Historically, more than half of residential energy use 
was for space heating and air-conditioning. Recent esti-
mates show that this percentage is dropping. In 1993, 58 
percent of residential energy consumption was for heat-
ing and cooling. Data from 2009 shows that has been 
reduced to 48 percent (EIA 2013). This shift is attributed 
to more efficient heating and cooling equipment, better 
insulation, and a shift in population to warmer climates. 
While there is a reduction in energy use for space con-
ditioning, an increase in plug loads, electronics, and 
the number of appliances has resulted in only modest 
declines in overall energy used in recent years. However, 
even with this modest reduction, there is still a more sub-
stantial increase in overall energy use compared to the 
1980s (EIA 2012).

The goals of reducing energy consumption are twofold: 
cutting energy costs that will lead to direct savings to the 
low-income homeowner, putting them in a better position 
to be a successful homeowner; and reducing the stress 
we put on the environment. In order to employ strategies 
that result in reduced energy consumption, it is impor-
tant to first understand how energy is consumed and 
use this information to drive decisions. This goes much 
further than simply selecting low-energy equipment: it 
incorporates energy consumption information into the 
design and priority making processes. Equally impor-
tant is working with potential homeowners to educate 
them on how daily living choices affect their energy con-
sumption prior to purchasing the home. This approach 
looks for low-cost alternative energy opportunities with 
off-the-shelf technology, while ensuring fixtures, equip-
ment, and appliances are designed, located, and used at 
the highest efficiency levels possible.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE ENVELOPE

Ensuring a high-performance envelope is one of the 
most important ways to improve the energy efficiency of 
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an older building. The two biggest factors in minimizing 
energy loss are addressing air loss and conduction. This 
can only happen through careful consideration of the 
building envelope and aligning the thermal boundary 
with the pressure boundary of the house. The pressure 
boundary is the barrier separating outdoor air and indoor 
conditioned air. By properly sealing the house and mini-
mizing air leakage, the conditioned air is kept inside the 
house. By providing the proper level and type of insulation 
in the same location as the defined pressure boundary, the 
insulation works to its fullest capacity, minimizing loss by 
thermal conduction. Understanding these boundaries as 
three-dimensional surfaces is critical in the design process 
(Figure 3). Also critical is the ability to gain access to the 
hard-to-reach places throughout the house, such as attic 
corners, crawl spaces, and side attics. Ensuring a tightly 
controlled pressure boundary entails working along the 
critical boundaries and filling holes, openings, and gaps 
with material that prevents movement of air.

All insulation is good as long as it is the proper type in 
the correct location. The use of closed-cell foam in open 

stud and rafter cavities, dense-pack cellulose in stud cav-
ities covered by plaster or wallboard, packed fiberglass 
blowing wools in open stud cavities, and loose blown cel-
lulose in attics are all effective insulation methods. The 
key to efficacy is to align the insulation with the pressure 
boundary so they can work as a joint system.

APPROPRIATELY DESIGNED SYSTEMS

As furnace efficiency increases and strategies to seal 
and insulate building envelopes are applied to housing 
rehabilitation, large furnaces and oversized duct systems 
are no longer appropriate to heat and cool historic homes. 
When developing a strategy for interior climate control, 
it is important to know the building’s climate zone and 
system goals before designing the system and selecting 
equipment. Selecting a system is more than just choosing 
a unit sized to meet the building’s requirements.

Climate zones do matter.2 The one-size-fits-all 
approach is becoming obsolete, even when applied within 
specific climate zones. Climate zones are defined based 
on temperature and moisture; both of these factors go 

Fig. 3. Sealing the pressure boundary in balloon framing.
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into the design of a building’s climate control system. For 
example, dehumidification may be an important part of 
interior building comfort. In this case, air movement in a 
dry climate or a desiccant system in a humid climate may 
be a viable alternative to using expensive air-conditioning 
to dehumidify the air.

When designing a house’s systems, care must be taken 
to avoid “rule-of-thumb” selection and sizing of systems 
based on location and square footage. Designing interior 
room layouts for maximum solar gain in the winter and 
sealing/insulating the building envelope reduces the nec-
essary size of the heating system. It may also allow for 
nontraditional approaches such as mini-split systems or 
high-velocity air systems. These options are more viable 
with newer cold-climate heat pumps. In rehabilitation of 
historic housing, systems without large ducts that rely on 
air volume provide attractive options. Where duct work 
is required, avoiding flexible ducts and keeping ductwork 
within the insulated building envelope can dramatically 
reduce the size of the units and subsequent energy costs. 
It is important for the designer to be involved in the 
selection, layout, and installation of the systems. Often, 
“rule-of-thumb” sizing is used to design for peak use in 
lieu of optimal use. Sizing a system for the peak heat-
ing or cooling demand means it is oversized for all the 
other times. Oversized systems operate less efficiently and 
have higher operating costs, a shorter life expectancy, and 
lower comfort levels due to larger temperature swings.

MATERIAL SELECTION

According to the EPA, indoor air is more seriously 
polluted than outdoor air and is one of the top five haz-
ards to human health (EPA 1995). Organic chemicals are 
used in a plethora of construction materials including 
paints, flooring, and adhesives. At room temperature, 
these chemicals, known as volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs), vaporize and become gases. Levels of VOCs can 
be up to five times higher inside a house than outside 
(CDC and HUD 2006, 5–8).

The material selection process for each project incor-
porates a careful evaluation of sustainable materials that 
are still appropriate within the context of the surround-
ing neighborhood. Each material is chosen based upon its 
components, quality, and energy standards. Importance 
is placed on recycled-content building materials in 
accordance with the EPA’s Comprehensive Procurement 
Guidelines (EPA 2016). All wood products used are 
reclaimed material or certified wood products harvested 

from responsibly managed forests. All interior paints and 
finished are selected with caution to ensure that they have 
low or zero VOCs. This attention to material selection 
ensures both better quality and healthier end products.

REDUCE CONSTRUCTION WASTE

By minimizing construction waste, we reduce the 
burden on landfills and their potential hazardous effects. 
Strict measures are in place to reuse, reclaim, or recycle 
as much material from the demolition phase and use as 
much salvage material as possible, most of which comes 
from deconstruction projects undertaken throughout the 
city. An EPA study looking at construction and demoli-
tion debris estimated 43 percent of construction landfill 
waste comes from residential projects: 23 percent from 
residential renovation, 15 percent from residential demo-
lition, and 5 percent from residential new construction 
(EPA 1998, 2–10).3 By reclaiming most of a house’s build-
ing materials through recycling and reuse, the impact of 
construction waste on local landfills can be significantly 
diminished.

A large amount of construction waste can be reused 
on site, recycled, or salvaged for use elsewhere. It is esti-
mated that over 8,000 pounds of waste are created from 
the construction of a 2,000-square-foot home. Well over 
half of this waste—wood, cardboard packaging, metals, 
and drywall scraps—is recyclable or compostable (NAHB 
Research Center 2001).

Through a thoughtful and precise deconstruction of 
building components throughout the demolition phase 
of each project, most materials can easily be salvaged, 
including siding for use in repairs, lumber to be used for 
new walls and to replace damaged pieces of the exist-
ing structure, bricks for use in repair of basement walls, 
wood trim, window sashes, and doors and frames. A local 
salvage yard specializing in building deconstruction 
assists by providing salvaged wood flooring for repairs, 
additional framing lumber, and many other building 
materials. Not all the materials needed can come from 
salvage or reclaiming, but it is always the first choice.

REDUCTION IN ENERGY CONSUMPTION

The most tangible outcome of employing these strate-
gies in housing rehabilitation is the ability to document 
the reduction in energy use and the associated direct 
financial benefit of reduced energy bills to the low-income 
homeowners. The four house rehabilitations completed 
by the ecoREHAB and Ball State University partnership 
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since 2011 have employed these design strategies. House 
sizes have ranged from 1,000 square feet to 2,300 square 
feet. Energy consumption data was collected for three 
years, between 2012 and 2014, for a 1,300-square-foot 
house and 2,300-square-foot house and compared to 
state energy consumption averages compiled by the US 
Energy Information Administration.4

The average urban household in Indiana of between 
1,000 and 2,300 square feet uses an annual total of 107.4 
million BTUs. This amount includes all delivered energy 
sources such as electricity, natural gas, and propane, but 
excludes wood, on-site coal, and solar energy. The average 
annual energy consumption of the houses studied is 61.57 
million BTUs, or 57 percent of average consumption.

The Indiana average annual household electrical con-
sumption is 11,964 kWh and the average natural gas 
consumption is 853 therms. These averages are for houses 
of all sizes located in both urban and rural locations. The 
documented average annual consumption of the houses 
studied is 2,709 kWh and 523 therms, or 22.6 percent and 
61.3 percent of the Indiana average consumption respec-
tively (Figures 4 and 5).

AFFORDABILITY

Affordability of these projects cannot be solely evaluated 
on reduction of energy cost and a lower environmental 
impact. To be a competitive alternative to new construc-
tion, they must be financially competitive during the initial 
development. Sustainable housing should not only be avail-
able for those with the money to add expensive technology 
and materials to their homes, but should be available to 
everyone, especially those most in need of housing with 
affordable ownership costs. Unfortunately, the ability 
to obtain quality, energy-efficient housing is becoming 
more and more difficult for families living in poverty, in 
the lower-income brackets, and even at median-income 
levels. The effort to provide safe, decent, and affordable 
housing is ongoing but faces many challenges, especially 
when mounting energy costs are disregarded. One of 
the most vital goals of this program is providing afford-
able and replicable energy-efficient buildings to low- and 
moderate-income families within urban, often blighted 
neighborhoods. Low-income homeowners are heavily 
affected by the fluctuation of home prices and the oppor-
tunity for rental income from a home purchase, forcing 
many to move out if the local housing market is not stable 
(Rohe and Watson 2007, 193). All of the homes developed 
through this initiative are sold to homebuyers who meet 

HUD low- to moderate-income guidelines.5 The energy 
savings resulting from the sustainable design initiatives 
lead directly to cost savings for the homeowners, and the 
sense of environmental stewardship is an added bonus for 
each home.

New construction is not cheap, even if developed as 
rentals. Many low-income families can only afford a house 
if provided with financial subsidies or if purchasing low-
quality units. As of December 2014, the median sales price 
of a new home sold in the United States reached $298,100 
(Mayo and Cooper 2015, 1). However, the national median 
income was $51,939 in 2013, leaving seventy percent of the 
United States population in an economic bracket too low 
to afford a new home (DeNavas-Walt and Proctor 2014, 
7).6 Almost 60 percent of the 850,000 buildings in historic 
districts throughout the country are in census tracts with 
a poverty rate of 20 percent or higher (Rypkema 2002, 11). 
The rehabilitation of historic properties in older urban 
neighborhoods provides an almost untapped resource of 
affordable housing. If done correctly, historic rehabilitation 
projects easily provide some of the most affordable housing 
developments and are one of the best development choices 
when attempting to incorporate mixed-income housing. 
There has been a recent surge in housing needs generated by 
single millennials looking for affordable housing that they 
can continue to live in even after they have started a family. 
This necessitates more flexible housing-market strategies 
that accommodate the needs of both traditional and non-
traditional households to inhabit the same neighborhood 
(Rohe and Watson 2007, 147). Rehabilitating existing and 
historic housing provides affordability that new develop-
ment might not and allows for more options within the 
housing market. Through the economical rehabilitation 
strategies implemented in this program, many moderate-
income families can afford quality housing comparable to 
new construction but for what could be half the cost.

An evaluation of 2013 new housing costs demonstrates 
the steep increase in costs since 2002. According to the data 
compiled by the National Association of Home Builders, 
new house construction averaged $94.54 per square foot. 
The additional costs of the lot, financing, marking, sales 
commission, and project overhead increase the cost to 
$138.96 per square foot before developer profit (Taylor 
2014, Table 1). The Indiana construction cost average is 
slightly higher at $96.44 per square foot.

Sustainable rehabilitation of historic and existing homes 
is financially competitive with quality new construction. 
The construction costs for the four houses completed to 
date have ranged from $38.04 to $80.52 per square foot. 
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Fig. 4. Monthly gas use in therms for 2012, 2013, and 2014.

Fig. 5. Monthly electric use in kilowatt/hours for 2012, 2013, and 2014.
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Total development costs, including site acquisition, devel-
oper fees, title perfection, and sales/closing costs, have 
ranged from $43.48 to $99.15 per square foot (Table 1). 
When working in most underserved urban neighbor-
hoods, new construction requires the demolition of an 
existing house and re-engineering of the soil to ready the 
lot for new construction. These costs are often absorbed 
by the local government and not included in the new con-
struction costs.

VALUE OF HOMEOWNERSHIP

Homeownership is widely seen not only as the fulfill-
ment of the “American dream,” but as a crucial component 

of building household wealth, stabilizing neighborhoods, 
increasing citizen participation, improved property 
maintenance, and ultimately revitalizing cities. Home 
equity represented roughly 45 percent of the aggregate 
wealth of home-owning households (Rohe and Watson 
2007, 4). Homeownership builds stronger communi-
ties, provides a solid foundation for family and personal 
achievement, and improves the quality of life not only for 
those invested but for those in surrounding communities 
as well. A major objective of many neighborhood revital-
ization programs is to increase homeownership.

The ways in which the value of homeownership spurs 
neighborhood reinvestment are severalfold. An increase 
in homeownership can strengthen neighborhood stability 

Table 1. Square-foot construction and project development costs for sustainable housing rehabilitation

Property address and cost type Floor area (sq. ft.) Total cost ($) Unit cost ($/sq. ft.)

601 E. Washington St. (built 1876) 2,300

Total development costs 100,000 43.48

Total hard costs 87,485 38.04

Total soft costs 12,515 5.44

522 S. Gharkey St. (built 1889) 1,300

Total development costs 75,000 57.69

Total hard costs 66,200 50.92

Total soft costs 8,800 6.77

511 W. Main St. (built ca. 1900) 1,765

Total development costs 175,000 99.15

Total hard costs 142,120 80.52

Total soft costs 32,880 18.63

535 S. Gharkey St. (built ca. 1899) 1,000

Total development costs 79,055 79.06

Total hard costs 66,200 66.20

Total soft costs 12,855 12.86
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through at least four noted improvements: an increase in 
the length of tenure of current residents; an improvement 
in the physical condition of properties that are upgraded 
or rehabilitated in response to overall community rein-
vestment; a stabilization, and often increase, in property 
values; and improvement of civic conditions throughout 
the neighborhood, such as enhanced infrastructure and 
school systems, brought on by an increase in the tax base. 
All of these aspects result in the prevention of blight and 
abandonment and the preservation of the neighborhood 
(Rohe and Stewart 1996, 39).

A home’s value is determined by how well it is main-
tained and by the condition of the neighborhood where 
it is located, providing many homeowners with the 
incentive to spend their time and resources improving 
their neighborhood, even if it is just to protect the value 
of their investment. Even homebuyers with incomes 
less than $40,000 increase their paper equity by at least 
$14,000, a marked improvement in their overall invest-
ment (Rohe and Watson 2007, 87). There is a distinct link 
between homeownership and stabilization of neighbor-
hoods. Dietz and Haurin have written about the effects 
of homeownership and lower crime rates and the corre-
lation with homeowners who are more involved in local 
politics, claiming that homeowners have a greater incen-
tive to invest in their communities compared to more 
transient renters (Dietz and Haurin 2003, 404). Because 
of this, homeowners may be more likely to participate 
in community organizations and help to promote rein-
vestment within their neighborhoods to protect their 
investments. There is even some correlation linking the 
value of homeownership with an increased awareness of 
environmental concerns. Dietz and Haurin also write in 
the Journal of Urban Economics about the environmental 
impact homeowners have with recycling programs, argu-
ing that homeowners are more sensitive to environmental 
concerns and are more involved in their communities at 
a political and social level, potentially increasing their 
awareness of local environmental issues. The authors 
believe that homeowners are more likely to participate 
in recycling programs as well, although this could be 
correlated with the higher rates of environmental con-
sciousness amongst more educated, higher-income 
homeowners (Dietz and Haurin 2003, 423).

One of the most supported theories on the positive 
impacts of homeownership is that it leads to wealth 
creation, which, in turn, leads to enhanced life satisfac-
tion, being able to afford better quality health care, and 
higher rates of civic involvement (National Association 

of Realtors Research Division 2012, 16). Several research 
studies cited in the National Association of Realtors’ 
report have found that homeownership has a significant 
impact on educational achievement, leading to better 
 career attainment and potentially providing better eco-
nomic wealth (Rohe and Lindblad 2013, 7). For many, 
the value of a home lies not only in its worth as a long-
term investment, but also in the pride of homeownership 
and the ability to securely raise a family. This further 
increases the investment of those with residences in older 
neighborhoods, strengthening their appeal.

CONCLUSION

With the rise in urban disinvestment and blight, we 
must recognize that rehabilitating existing building stock 
can prove to be a sustainable and cost-effective alternative 
to demolition programs. Through the use of holistic, sus-
tainable strategies and analysis of energy data collected 
over several years, this program has proven that rehabili-
tation is a successful and easily replicable alternative for 
reinvestment in our core historic neighborhoods.

Rather than promoting gentrification, the ecoREHAB 
and Ball State University partnership program aims to 
reinvest and build equity for the residents. Each reassimi-
lated property acts as a catalyst for other investments in 
the area and in some cases a generative revitalization of 
the entire neighborhood. Ultimately, this program aims 
to work with the local community to help it achieve the 
triple bottom line of economic prosperity, environmental 
protection, and social equity through the preservation of 
its historic neighborhoods.
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ENDNOTES
1  Muncie, Indiana, USA is a former manufacturing town made 
known through the sociological case studies of “Middletown” 
conducted by Robert Staughton Lynd and Helen Merrell Lynd 
starting in the 1920s. Muncie, as Middletown, represented the 
average or typical American small manufacturing town of the era.

2   The International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) divides 
North America into regions based on temperature and humidity. 
Building requirements found within the IECC and other building 
codes are determined using these climate zones.

3  Roadway, bridge, and land clearing debris is not included in this 
construction and demolition debris data.

4  The US Energy Information Administration (EIA) has been 
administering the Residential Energy Consumption Survey since 
1978. Average energy data used in this paper is extracted from 
data compiled by the EIA in 2009, the most recent data available. 
Complete data can be found on their website. http://www.eia.gov/
consumption/residential/about.cfm Retrieved January 25, 2015.
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the effects of building rehabilitation and the effects of blight elimina-
tion programs in community reinvestment.
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5  2014 HUD 80% Median Income Levels for Muncie, IN: one-
person household is $29,650, two-person household is $33,850, 
three-person household is $38,100, and four-person household is 
$42,300. Provided by City of Muncie Department of Community 
Development. Effective May 1, 2014.

6  Estimated based on the distribution of household income in 2010 
according to US Census Bureau Data, with 36 percent of households 
making $25k–$50k and 35 percent of households making $25k or 
less (DeNavas-Walt and Proctor 2014, 23).
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